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Technical Data Sheet

RD-407™
MASK MAKING LATEX
Description: RD-407™ is the highest quality casting latex available for mask making, prop making, and
slush molded prosthetics. Formulated specifically for casting into gypsum molds, RD-407™ Mask Making
Latex is a single component, air drying natural latex compound used widely by mask makers around the
globe. While other companies sell products that they call RD-407, this is the official trademarked RD407™ formulation originally sold by R&D Latex Company in Commerce, California: a recipe that is now
well over 50 years old!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Popular among many special effects artists, RD-407™ can be brushed or poured into gypsum molds. It
features a quick skin build-up, excellent detail reproduction and a fast demold. RD-407™ can be painted
with adhesive based paints or Monster Makers Mask Paints. RD-407™ comes as a naturally viscous
material that yields a stretchy but durable rubber upon curing.
In addition to the standard uncolored grade, we now offer RD 407™ in three different colors: Halloween
White, Bat Black, and Flesh Tone.
RD 407(™) Halloween White: Originally formulated to create the Mini, "Halloween", "Shape Mask" for the
30th Anniversary edition of John Carpenter's Halloween DVD release, this version of RD 407(™) mask latex
is pre-colored "Halloween" white which saves time and cost in painting and pigmenting.
RD 407(™) Bat Black: Is a pre-colored black latex which incorporates the very same black pigment that
Monster Makers provided for the Feature Film, "Batman Begins," starring Christian Bale. Bat Black is a highly
pigmented rubber which saves time and cost for painting and pigmenting.
RD 407(™) Flesh Tone: This is a pre-colored medium flesh tone that provides a caucasianish base color to
save time and cost in painting and pigmenting.

The safety data sheet (SDS) for this or any Monster Makers product should be read before using and is
available on request. All Monster Makers products are safe to use if directions are read and followed
carefully. Keep Out of Reach of Children.
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